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Abstract
One solution for the difficult to obtain or impossible
Health Care Instrumentation Manual is to have an online
depository. Now clearly this would not resolve all the
issues. It would undoubtedly create others yet it would be
a start. There have been documented incidents due to lack
of operator manuals, and untold work hours spent looking
for documentation that would be better spent completing
work.
In locations where the instrument was donated or
purchased “used” the ability to obtain a manual is
multiplied and knowledge of who maintains the machine
might equally be unavailable. This situation might be
exacerbated by not having instrument standardization
Frequently an institution might have only one device and
to acquire a manual for one could be a very expensive
proposition, for many institutions that are dependent on
donations. It might have a full operators manual but then
it might also only have a only have a simple “cheat sheet
guide.” Either might not be in a local language. Operation
and Technical reference works are a critical unaddressed
issue, one that has some major challenges but must be
addressed if there will be any real movement towards
higher usage of medical equipment and better outcomes.
If usage is increased without increased oversight and
maintenance quality outcomes might very well decrease.
An online depository and exchange of technical and
operator information appears to be the best solution with
the assistance and co-operation of all the parties involved
in clinical device manufacturer and distribution.
1. Clinical Engineering in the Information Age
Clinical engineering plays a key part in nearly every part
of the healthcare delivery system and in the future this
will only increase with even greater emphasis world wide
of medical instrumentation. Medical equipment might
become less dependent on verification and even see
greater reliability, but there will be significant integration
and user issues as systems become more interconnected.
Life support and treatment equipment, not just monitoring
and diagnostic will become more prominent thus requiring
even greater oversight.
There has been great emphasis placed on equipping
clinicians with information, training, and equipment but
for many reasons not nearly as much emphasis has been
placed on training and maintaining the built infrastructure
those clinicians and the patients are dependent on.

1.1. 50% of medical Equipment is used
The focus is on why only 50% of medical equipment is
used. There must be many and varied answers around the
world but four seem to stand out.
•Ignorance of how to use the machine
•Fear of retribution if the machine breaks while in their
possession
•Ignorance of how to repair the machine. This has a
direct impact on the retribution dealt out or fear of it.
•The wrong instrument for the location
As this is a world wide problem there can be no “one
solve all” solution, though there can be one that would
help to resolve some of the significant issues. A website
that will act as a deposit of the technical and operator
manuals seems a necessary part of the solution. Access to
knowledge on an instrument is fundamental and believe it
to be a necessary step to take that will address the issues
for the Clinical Engineering field.
I address how this website could be constructed, used and
operate long term to benefit not only the clinical
engineering systems but all of the medical delivery
system. I focus is on both equipment maintenance and
operation manuals. The use and expectations of Clinical
Engineering has many demands that are similar around the
world, but the lower income nations has some added
unique challenges, and this paper focuses on these.
1.2. The Importance of Medical Manuals
Part of improvement in patient care can be attributed to
increasing use of medical equipment across all modalities
of health care. This increasing use of technology comes
with a challenge that the machines, which are becoming
indispensable, must function without serious interruption
and preferably without the end users even realizing that
maintenance is ever needed.
Medical equipment maintenance should not be equated
with home appliance maintenance, or even auto
maintenance a better comparison is to aircraft
maintenance. Although some instrumentation is very
obvious and a skilled, knowledgeable engineer may
maintain and repair it without any outside resources, there
are an enormous amount that are not. Some of these
instruments people are, effectively, flying on. If some of
the calibrations are off they might be crashing and no one
might even realize that it was the machine and it can go on
and crash or skim the earth repeatedly. I am not aware of
any research to show the frequency of these types of
incidents world wide.
This is brought out by a case that took place in France
from 1989 to 20061 in which an operators manual in

English was the only one on hand. This was utterly
catastrophic for many patients. Though not exclusively the
fault of the missing manual in the national language it
surely must have been a key component in the problem.
A necessary step to resolving this issue is increased
availability of equipment manuals for the clinical
engineering and operation spheres.
2. Historical Distribution Models
In the traditional model when a newly purchased piece of
equipment would arrive at the institution, the clinical
engineer while setting up the equipment would keep the
technical manual if included, and possibly a spare
operators manual. If the manual was not included with the
purchase they would probably purchase one from the
manufacturer. This has had its sever limitations for the
donation/used world where it was either lost or the facility
might have had only one manual but had multiple
instruments that were subsequently dispersed around the
globe.
Frequently now manufacturers are going to a mixed
distribution model with some manuals coming with the
instrument, a hard copy purchase after installation or an
online distribution. Some manufacturers are charging for
these services. After purchase hard copy charges have
been the norm while some manufacturers are now
charging for online access to downloading manuals, with
some at significant charges. This online distribution might
appear to resolve the issue, but it does little long term and
raises other questions.
• When the instrument is no longer supported will the
manufacturer still distribute the manual? Even if their
policy is to at present they could very well change it in
the future.
• How much will they charge for the manuals? This is not
a minor question for the lower income nations. My
personal opinion is all manuals should always be free
for end users.
• If the manufacturer does discontinue to distribute the
manual online and there is no hard copy distribution
how is the end use going to be able to acquire manual?
• There is still the questions of local languages
accessibility, especially important for operator manuals
but also significant for technical resources.
In the past, various websites or email lists formed to
exchanging information and even manuals. These are all
excellent for exchanging assistance, but were very
inefficient for distribution of manuals. These websites
have been primarily geared to providing connections
between people. My proposed website would neither
replace nor duplicate these but primarily fill a different
gap.

3. Comparing an Existing Site and Cost Analysis
The WHO Hinari website is one example of a successful
medical reference site, geared for clinical information,
though not a perfect parallel. The parallels that I can see
are it download function, log in or registration of users,
and payment system. The downfall of the comparison is
that the Hinari system is geared for distribution of
material to a group who generally have a greater level of
international language accessibility. Any website that is
aimed for the lower income nations must have as a
priority those who might not have the linguistic access, to
miss this would be to seriously affect its adoption and use
around the world. As well the Hinari system is geared for
downloading information, primarily a one way exchange .
A system for clinical engineering would be best to have an
exchange that is two way allowing for an exchange on
specific models.
In regard to the pricing model there appears to be three
choices.
• No charge at all for anyone
• A charge depending on National GDP or average annual
income. Though this is a possibility the income levels
would have to be set far higher than the Hinari system
as clinical engineering is not prioritized as much.
• Per item charge, this could also be tiered according to
the previous item. GDP or average national income with
low nations income being free.
The challenges with a pricing model is the increased
maintenance and over-site for the website and the
challenge of getting people to participate in the exchange.
4. A Central Information Source
This expanded website, that I have called Medical
Equipment Maintenance Online (MEMO.org) could go
much farther than just providing the necessary operator
and technical manuals. It could provide educational
resources for technicians on Clinical Engineering. It could
also provide links to test equipment manufacturers and
other resources. One other valuable resource that it might
provide for is links for identifying who presently supports
a piece of equipment. As manufacturers have been bought,
changed names, merged or sold off model lines there can
be significant confusion about who supports what. This
connects might be done through advertisements that might
also fund the website. This resource might turn out to be
more valuable than the technical or operator manuals
themselves.
To get full participation there would need to be shown
how this would be a benefit to the whole system including
the manufacturers.
A separate consideration would be to provide a different
web interface to the operator manuals for end users to gain
access the operator data base manuals.

5. Conclusion
This will only work with significant cooperation between
the manufacturers with governmental bodies taking the
lead. In the world of multimillion dollar capital
investments a clinical engineering website that would be
used and be beneficial to nearly all clinical engineers
world wide and healthcare is a minute amount.
As instrumentation in healthcare world wide increase so
also rises the instrument maintenance demands – to do
nothing is not to sit still but to go backwards.

1. BBC ARTICLE ABSTRACT
Cancer patients' battle for justice
Thursday, 18 October 2007, 11:40 GMT 12:40 UK
Earlier this year, a major scandal erupted in France when
it was discovered that between 1989 and 2006, two
radiotherapy units had accidentally given hundreds of
cancer patients too high a dose of radiation. Five patients
have since died and many others have been left in
crippling pain.
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….At least 24 people who were treated here accidentally
received 20% more than the amount they should have
received.
Five of those have died and the rest now have acute health
problems. More than 700 patients received around 8%
more than they
should have and it has recently come to light that
hundreds
of others may also have been put at risk.
…
A major investigation is now under way to try to establish
how so many mistakes could have been made. The
radiotherapists who administered the treatment have been
suspended, the radiotherapy units shut down and the
machinery overhauled or replaced. Incredibly, one of the
lines of inquiry will be why the instruction booklets that
accompanied the equipment were in English when the
hospital staff of course were French.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/
from_our_own_correspondent/7049319.stm
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